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Focus Group Iphone

1. Bluetooth: Where is it; what does it look like; what can it do
2. Two ways to activate bluetooth:
3. Go to settings: 3rd one down. Look on the right hand side to see what
can be connected to Bluetooth; MY CAR; SPEAKERS by name; YOUR
MOUSE; WATCH; AIRBUDS
4. Or sweep up from the home button.
5. Bluetooth Important iPhone tool as allows you to make hands-free calls
from your car. All the new cars connect to your iPhone via bluetooth A
fancy Model X Tesla your phone both pairs and is visible on a large
console screen. If your blue tooth is turned oﬀ your car will tell you are
not connected. What to do if your bluetooth is turned oﬀ and your
phone is in your purse?
Why was my bluetooth turned oﬀ? You can’t activate more than one
device at a time with bluetooth. If you have activated your computer
bluetooth it has to be oﬀ on your iPad or iphone. So I used Hey Siri to turn
it on. Hey Siri Also helped getting directions when Hertz’ GPS was wrong.
6. HOW TO TURN ON HEY, SIRI: Go to settings. Go to General; Activate
Hey, Siri by turning the circle green. Why I love hey Siri. (Saved me twice
from missing my plane). You can activate bluetooth from your purse, glove
compartment, pants pocket and find out what you need to know while
driving, climbing a ladder (my light bulb crisis) or just floating around the
house.
7. How to use bluetooth with a speaker. It saves your iPhone battery and
easier to carry around? There are a zillion great speakers out there that
pair with your iphone. The best value is Rite Aid $19 little Philips speaker.
All will search and pair automatically. Demo with tiny speaker.
FIND MY PHONE;* Go to Set up: but do not play with it or you will have to
change passwords and will be locked out of Apple Pay. Lock is turned on
automatically..
WHAT DOES FIND MY PHONE DO AND IN WHAT ORDER. PAY
ATTENTION TO WHAT YOU ASK IT TO DO. DON’T TRY OUT all the
options for fun. Example
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1. If you can’t find your phone and you think you left in the car or it’s
floating about the house. Hit FIND MY PHONE and you will get a map with
pulsating circles at your home address. So you know you haven’t really
lost it you just don’t know where you put it down (under the couch?) NEXT
TELL IT TO MAKE A NOISE AND IT WILL KEEP BEEPING as you close
in on it. (The NYT tech editor lost his MacBook Air when his wife
threw it out with the Sunday 3 pound NYT edition.)
Next level of loss: You left it at the doctors or your daughters: the gyrating
circle will show Lafayette or somewhere you know with someone you
know. Fine! go get it or call them. If you left it on BART or Target
someplace you know you have been, you can have the phone flash: this is
a lost phone please call Your home number. Lost my phone in the 4
Seasons in Las Vegas. So easy to find.
Last level of loss. It’s nowhere to be found and you give up and want all
your info wiped oﬀ FIND MY PHONE WILL DO THAT FROM computer OR
IPAD.
OTHER WAYS TO FIND YOUR PHONE OR WIPE CLEAN.
6. WRITE DOWN YOUR SERIAL NUMBER AND KEEP IT IN A SAFE
PLACE: Date of purchase and where you bought it AND call Apple and
they can wipe out all your info. That ability gives me pause ….
7. Other ways to help people find you: I got a call from a clerk inTarget
asking me if “my little boy lost his phone”? My 50 year old “little boy”
had dropped his phone in boys department and the clerk opened it
and the first number was AAAA MOM. I copied his idea but made it
AAAA reward…
8. SIM card where it is and how to get it out before you discard your
phone. On the righthand side. The little hole is for a paper clip.
9. You can now leave home with just your iPhone. A photo of your
drivers’ license and insurance is valid if stopped by cops. Your Apple Pay
will work at a lot of places: Macy;s Whole Foods. It took several times to
feel comfortable doing this.—-But for short trips…when you don’t need to
redo your lipstick.
*If you have upgraded to High Sierra there are other levels of security
in the FIND MY PHONE App. I don’t know them. And when explained
to me I did not understand how to use them. If any of you can add the
info—great!

